CONFERENCE AUDIO
Unfortunately due to some technical difficulties there is a handful of sessions that did not record at the
conference. We recognise this will be a disappointment to many who were looking forward to accessing
the sessions in their entirety and apologise for this.
Because of this, rather than charging a flat rate for the sessions as planned, we are making the audio
available for download and instead are asking that you pay as you feel!!!
To assist you in deciding on how you may contribute we have put together this document. Here you will
find a list all of the sessions, the speakers and descriptions (where available) of the sessions at The Justice
Conference 2016 and indicates if they are available for download.
FRIDAY - MAIN SESSIONS
RECORDED

SPEAKER/S

DESCRIPTION

NO

Danielle Strickland
Eugene Cho

Main Session One

NO

Mark Sayers
Jonathan Cornford
Kuki Rokhum

Main Session Two

YES

Tanya Hosch
Barbara Deutschmann
Amber Hawkes
Joel Edwards
Joel McKerrow + The
Mysterious Few

Main Session Three

FRIDAY - ELECTIVES
YES

Danielle Strickland

Jesus and Justice - Pharisees Anonymous: The Journey into Depth
Jesus is the incarnation of God - what love looks like in real life. Come
discover keys to the way he postured his life and how it matters to the
way we live ours. The invitation is to the deep end of faith. Learn how to
walk humbly, act justly and love mercy.

YES

Mike Gore

The Art of Persecution
The persecuted church has the ability to change the spiritual temperature
of a local church in a heartbeat and as believers in Jesus we are called to
follow Him passionately and courageously within our culture. Come and
hear stories that will inspire, challenge and ultimately show you beauty
can be found within persecution and that living a passionate God focused
life is what truly matters when it comes to embracing justice.

NO

Elena Down
Stevie Wills
Rob Nicholls

What’s disability got to do with justice?
What does the bible have to say about disability? What is God’s vision for
people with disabilities? How does that affect us? And what does it have
to do with justice? A dynamic and engaging presentation about local and
global challenges for the church.

YES

Tim Goh
Anthea Smits
Amit Khaira

Imagining and creating justice where you are
This elective is about you! Justice is not something the professionals
do, it’s for everybody. This is about you learning to live justice in the
community, workplace or culture where God has placed you. Let’s
imagine together how we might create change that aligns with God’s
purposes in some of the harder-to-reach parts of our society.

RECORDED

SPEAKER/S

DESCRIPTION

YES

Ken Wytsma
Joel McKerrow
Anna McGahan

Creativity and Justice: A Conversation on the Artistic Side of Loving Others
In this panel discussion, artists Anna McGahan and Joel McKerrow along
with author Ken Wytsma take a deep look at the intersection of art and
justice and explore how creativity functions in our calling as agents of
reconciliation. Come join us as we look at the role of imagination, not only
in the pursuit of God, but in the transformation of society.

YES

Andrew Gardener
Christie Buckingham

Leading your church in Justice
In this session for pastors and church leaders we will have a conversation
around ways to lead your church effectively towards a heart for justice.
From the highs and lows of leading a church through a shift in approach
to ministry, Christie and Andrew will share from personal experience on
the good, bad and ugly of justice work. What are some of the practical
ways to equip your people to ‘do justice’? What is the main role of a
lead pastor within their congregation in the area of justice? How do you
manage the tension between financially developing justice work while not
putting your church in financial risk? How do you personally manage the
disappointments when justice is not evident?

YES

Facilitated by Common
Grace

People Displaced + Seeking Safety
A panel facilitated by Common Grace, exploring the global challenge of
people who are displaced from their homelands and are forced to seek
asylum in other countries, with our panelists sharing practical ways that
Christians are living out Jesus’ instruction to love our neighbours at a
global, national and local level.

NO

Jo Knight

What is a “Restorative Economy”?
Tired of being part of the problem and caught in an economic system of
violence and greed? How can we pursue God’s priorities for an economy
that is green and fair; that lifts people out of poverty without destroying
our planet? Come and be introduced to the emerging movement for a
“Restorative Economy” that is a call to the Christian community to take the
lead in prophetic advocacy and action for the long-term good of humanity
and the earth itself.

SATURDAY - MAIN SESSIONS
RECORDED

SPEAKER/S

DESCRIPTION

YES

Stevie Wills
Kuki Rokhum
John Beckett
Joel Edwards

Main Session Four

YES

Ken Wytsma
Christie Buckingham
Joel McKerrow
Anna McGahan
Evert-Jan Ouweneel

Main Session Five

YES

Scott Sanders
Amit Khaira
Anna McGahan
Eugene Cho

Main Session Six

SATURDAY - ELECTIVES
YES

Evert-Jan Ouweneel

Desecularising Development
The world is desecularising and so is development. There is a growing
recognition in humanitarian circles that lasting positive change in societies
requires close collaboration with faith communities in most of the world.
In this Elective, some video examples and lessons learned will be shared.
The focus will be on both Christian and Muslim communities.

YES

Rebecca Nhep

Protecting Children’s Right to a Family: Considering child rights in
development and short-term missions
This elective will explore the issues surrounding engaging with
orphanages through international development and volunteering.
By applying a child rights lens, we will explore the complex issue
of residential care, orphanage volunteering and what best practice
in alternative care and short-term missions looks like in support of
vulnerable children.

RECORDED

SPEAKER/S

DESCRIPTION

NO

Mick Pope
Claire Dawson
Kuki Rokhum

A Just Climate
Our generation has a special choice no other generation will get — if we
take better care of creation people will be able to live well everywhere,
but if we don’t, we’ll push even more people into poverty. Will the church
give a lead? In our daily lives, in our prayers, in speaking out to people in
power, we can work towards renewing the way the world works, renewing
creation, renewing the hope of each person God made to live a life free
from want, a life with enough.

YES

Facilitated by Common
Grace (inc. Andrea
Tokaji)

Facing the horror of Human Trafficking
A panel of experts, facilitated by Common Grace, taking a good hard
look at the reality of human trafficking facing us as a global community,
acknowledging the scale of the challenge and exploring several Christian
responses that are proving effective at a global, national and local level.

YES

John Lamerton

Urbanisation, is it really a justice issue?
Globally there are now more people living in urban centres than rural
communities, and the numbers of people moving into cities each day is
rapidly growing. Christians need to rethink how this shift might influence our
approaches to mission and caring for the needs of an increasingly urban world.

NO

Melinda Tankard Reist

Life in the Sex Industry: violence, trauma, dehumanisation - how should
we respond?
Is prostitution just a job like any other? Do women freely choose to enter
the industry? What is it like when they do? And what would help them to
leave? These are some of the questions explored by Melinda Tankard
Reist and co-editor Caroline Norma of the newly released groundbreaking
collection of survivor testimonies, Prostitution Narratives: Stories of
Survival in the Sex Trade (Spinifex Press). A collection of 20 first person
accounts, Prostitution Narratives refutes the lies and debunks the myths
spread by the sex industry through the lived experience of women
who have survived it. The book documents the reality of prostitution by
describing the cost to the lives of women and girls. It calls for funding
for desperately needed ‘exit’ programs and the adoption of the Nordic
Model (recently legislated in France) which sees prostitution as beyond
the dignity of women, penalises the buyer, and provides remedies and
reparations to the victims. Melinda Tankard Reist will make a return
appearance at The Justice Conference 2016 to talk about Prostitution
Narratives and to explore with us how we should respond. With her will
be two book contributors — Charlotte, a young Queensland woman and
Melbourne survivor Amy, who will share their stories.
Trigger Warning: This session is likely to contain content that relates to
sexual abuse and sexual exploitation.

YES

Joel Edwards

Justice is just right
When party politics trap justice it loses its prophetic edge. It’ s as
ludicrous as trapping God in a magician’s box. God is neither a
conservative mascot or a Marxist activist. He is neither left or right. He is
just right. Theologically, you can’t have justification without justice.

YES

Clyde + Rose Rigney

Shared history to shared future
We have been asking questions about the history that tells our
Ngarrindjeri story and realise that it is so different to many other
stories. Come and share in our journey and see if the information helps
us all to understand our historical story that can make our futures
together very different.

NO

Ben Thurley

Voices for Justice: the power of Christians organising together for
social and political change
The power of our voices – why and how Christians should campaign
together for change. How we become captured by a God-inspired vision
of the world as it should be. Biblical and practical tools for being and
building a powerful movement of Christians speaking for a just, peaceful
and sustainable world.

